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A method has been de.signed which uses the capillary viscometer for determining 
the constitutive equation for ceramfr pastes. The method allows the active forces 
or press1tre at a mean flow velocity or volumetric rate of flow of the paste 
through the capillary to be measured reproducibly while maintaining the condi
tions following from the theoretical principle of the method. The results obtained 
by processing the experimental data are used to describe the flow curve and to 
derive the constitutive equation for the respective porcelain paste. 

INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of the respective form of the constitutive equation is required when 
a flow model of the non-Newtonian_ liquid with variable apparent viscosity 
is to be applied to the resolving of the forming of a ceramic paste. The parameters 
of this mathematical function are generally obtained by approximating the 
dependence of apparent viscosity on the shear rate evaluated from the experiment
ally established functional dependence of shear stress on the shear rate. This 
dependence can be determined by viscometric measurements, i.e. under the 
conditions of simple shear flow using various types of viscometers (e.g. rotary 
or capillary viscometers) [I). In the case of ceramic pastes, use was made particularly 
of the Volarovich capillary viscometer method [2], based on measuring the mean 
flow velocity Vx or the volumetric rate of flow V of the paste through the capillary 
while simultaneously measuring the acting force F or the pressure p. The processing 
of the relationship obtained, F = f(vx), or p = f(vx ) is based on resolving the 
flow of a non-Newtonian liquid through a pipe R in diameter and Lin length while 
assuming that the paste flow velocity at the pipe wall, v8 , is known (v8 = 0, or 
v8 of- 0). Assuming that the ceramic paste can be regarded as an isotropic and 
incompressible liquid and its flow through the capillary as steady- state and laminar, 
the following equation for volumetric rate of flow is obtained for isothermal condi
tions by resolving the generalized Na.vier-Stokes equation [3): 

where for Ya it holds that 
Ya = 4vx/R, 

for the shear coefficient (J it holds that 

fJ = Vs/•s, 

for shear stress at the pipe wall, •• it holds that 

rs = R �p/2L 
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and /lirz) is the inversion function for the constitutive equation: 

y(r) = /(irz), 
where y(r} is the shear rate: 

y(r) = dv:,;/dr. 

(5) 

(6) 

H the flow velocity at the pipe wall is zero, i.e. v8 = 0, equation (1) acquires the 
form: 

r, . -3 J 2 V/1tR 3 
= i8 

i,3J(ir:,;) dir:,;, 

where V is the volumetric rate of flow through the pipe. 

(7), 

The flow behaviour of various liquids can only be compared under identical 
conditions. This requirement is met at the capillary wall. On relating the quantities 
being measured to the capillary wall, the experimental data can be expressed 
in the following form: 

!ipR /2L = /(4v:,;/R), or i8 = f(ya). (8) 

The processing of experimental data for plotting the constitutive equation is 
based on rearrangement of equation (7) following introduction of equation (2): 

(3 ya/4) + (D !ip/4L) d(ya/4)/d(D !ip/4L) =/(is), (9) 

where Dis the capillary diameter. In agreement with equations (4), (5), (6) it also 
holds that 

i's =/(is)= -(dv:,;fdr)a, 

where y8 or (dv8/dr)8 is the shear rate at the capillary wall. On introducing 

n' = d In i8/d In Ya or is = K' y!', 

resolving equations (9), (10), (11) and substituting into (9) one obtains 

Ya = (3n' + l) ya/4n'. 

(10)' 

(11} 

(12} 

Equation (12) aJlows the experimentally established Ya in equation (8) to be con
verted to y,, the relationship 'fJ = f(S) to be plotted and the constitutive equation 
in the form is = f(y8) to be evaluated, while the following holds for apparent 
viscosity: 

and for S: 
'f} = i,/y, , 

s = y;. 

(13) 

(14} 

Mathematica.I expression of the constitutive equation is obtained by approximating 
the graphic plot with the use of a suitable function. 
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PRECISIONING THE EXPERIMENT ON THEORETICAL BASIS 

Equation (11) ha.s been derived for lamiar steady flow under isothermal conditions 
and on the assumption that v8 = 0. These conditions have to be conformed to 
over the entire range of the relationship (8) being mea.sured. 

Lamina.rity of the flow can be a.ssessed according to the value of the generalized 
Reynolds criterion in the form [l, 4]: 

where for flow through pipe it holds that 

Regen � 2100. 

(15) 

{16) 

Equation (1) indicates that for v8 = 0, Ya is an explicit function of -r8 , i.e. if the 
relationship Ts = f(ra) is measured on capillaries of various diameters, the curves 
obtained coincide [6]. In other words, a set of curves obtained gives evidence for 
the presence of shear at the capillary wall. In the given situation, the volumetric 
flow rate free of a shear layer is given by equation [l] 

V = V measured - /JTs rr:R2
, (17) 

where -,;8 = D b.p/4L corresponds to Vmeasured and /3 is given by equation (1), 
or (3). There are other procedures that can be employed to calculate v8 or the cor
rection factors for wall shea-r, or to calculate the shear layer [I, 6, 7]. According 
to [5, 7, 8], in the case of very viscous liquids, the shear at the ca.pillary wall can 
be eliminated by roughening the inner surface, thus preventing the liquid from 
sliding along the wall. 

Attainment of a steady fully developed flow is also affected by the length of the 
capillary in view of the entry and discharge effects. During entry of the liquid 
into the capillary the velocity profile is developed gradua.lly and the distance over 
which it attains the final steady-state shape is called the entry length Le [l, 5). 
The thickness of the boundary layer changes simultaneously [l, 5, 9). The entry 
effects are said to be due [l, 5, 10) (i) to conversion of potential energy to the kinetic 
one in consequence of the change in flow velocity, (ii) to excessive friction of the 
liquid brought about by the great velocity gradient close to the capillary wall. 
Calculation of the entry length was dealt with by a number of authors [9, 10, 11, 
12). It generally holds that the value of Le depends on Vx, D and the value of the 
Reynolds criterion, and the entry length of Newtonian liquids is described by the 
equation [l, 5, 10]: 

Le = 0,0575D Re. (18) 

In addition to studies precisioning the numerical factor of equation (18) for 
non-Newtonian liquids [11, 12], there a.re also results pointing out the small 
difference of the correction factor with respect to Newtonian liquids [I, 5, 10]. 

The discharge effects manifest themselves by an increase in pressure drop b.p 
compared to the b.p corresponding to steady-state flow. They are caused by the 
relaxation of axial and radial normal stresses. From the standpoint of rheology, 
the effect is a result of reversible elastic deformation caused by liquid flow through 
the capilla.ry [l, 5, 10]. Compared to the entry effects, its influence is much smaller 
and can be neglected at adequately large L/ D ratios [l, 7, 10, 14, 15). 
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THE CAPILLARY VISCOMETER METHOD 

An analysis of the :findings surveyed above allows the requirements of theory 
on experimental arrangement of the capillary viscometer method to be summarized 
into the following points: 

a) attainment of steady-state fully developed laminar flow of the paste
through the capillary under isothermal conditions, 

b) possible correction for the end effects,
c) possible determination of shear velocity at the capillary wall.

These requirements, precisioned by theory, have led to the design of the capillary 
viscometer shown in Fig. 1. The viscometer makes use of replaceable capillaries 
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Fig. 1. Schematic aiagram of the capillai·y viscometer; 1 - chamber, 2 -piston, 3 -sealing rings, 
4 - chamber m<YUth, 5 - capillary, 6 -jaws of instrument for mechanical testing. 

with an internal thread and the dimensions listed in Table I. The viscometer, 
in combination with an instrument for measuring the mechanical properties and 
provided with stepless control of the jaw displacement speed, is able to measure 
force F required for attaining a preset average flow velocity 'fJz of the paste through 

D 103/m 2.4 3.3 

L 102/m I 4 8 4 
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Table I 

Dimensions of the capillaries 

4.2 
8 

6.9 
10 
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the capillary. The constant character of velocity Vx during the measurement, 
jointly with a.n adequate amount of the paste in the chamber and with the select
able capillary length allow a steady-state fully developed laminar flow of the 
paste through the capillary to be attained. Measurement of the initial paste tempe
rature and that after discharge from the capillary serves as a check of maintaining 
the isothermal conditions. 

Measurements with capillaries of various lengths and with a constant diameter 
were utilized in order to introduce corrections for the end effects and for friction 
in the chamber. The experimentally established relationship p = f(vx ) for two 
or more capillary lengths made it possible to determine 6.p = PLi - PL2, where 
6.p is the pressure drop without the end effects over the capillary length 6.L =
= Li - Lz. 

The effect of the internal thread in the capillary on the elimination of slip 
velocity at the wall, v8 , was verified for porcelain paste with a moisture content 
of 26.1 % by measuring on capillaries of various diameters and a constant length. 
The resulting relationship T8 = /(4vx/R), plotted in Fig. 2, indicates that v8 = 0, 

as the relationships obtained for various capillary diameters are identical. 
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Fig. 2. Relationship T8 = f( 4v,:/R) of porcelain paste for various capillary diameters and a constant 
capillary length. 

The reproducibility of the measurements of basic quantities was evaluated by 
measurements repeated 5 times on one porcelain paste. The results are summarized 
in Table II. 

Following experimental verification of the requirements on the capillary viseo
meter, the basic parameters of the porcelain paste were determined in order to 
formulate its constitutive equation. The graphic interpretation of the rheological 
behaviour of porcelain paste, measured on capillaries D1 = D2 = 3.3 X 10-3 m 
and L1 = 8 X 10-2 m, L2 = 4 X 10-2 m, is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The graphic 
plot of the constitutive equation in Fig. 5 was approximated by the equation 

Ts = To+ K (dvx/dr)!, 
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Table II 
Reproducibility of measurement of the basic quantities 

Piston movement velocity 
v 104/m s-1 

0.07 
0.16 
0.56 
1.73 
2.78 
3.70 
5.11 
7.41 

p 
[MPa] 

10 

8 

6 

4 

Force measured 
FIN 

7,250 ± 16.32 
7,800 ± 12.64 

11,000 ± 12.40 
13,700 ± 12. 70 
14,400 ± 13.50 
15,200 ± 9.20 
15,500 ± 13.90 
16,000 ± 13.20 

2 
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1000(4vx/R) [s-1) 
Fig. 3. Relationship p = f(4v:z/R) for porcelain paBte. 
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Fig. 4. Relationship T, = f(4v,JR) for porcelain paBte. 
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Fig. 5. Rel,ationBhip -r:, = f(dv,:fdr,) for porcelain pal/te. 

where the constants had the following values: 

To= 15.7 kPa, K = 13.9 kPa s", n = 0.24. (20) 

From equations (15) and (18) it follows that the value of Reynolds criterion over 
the interval Regen E <I.23 X 10-6; 4.77 X 10-2), and the stabilizing length
Le E (8.2 X 10-11; 3.2 X 10-6). This means that the measurement proceeded
under the conditions of steady-state fully developed laminar flow of the paste 
through the capillary. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the experimental work allow the findings obtained to be summari
zed into the following points: 

(i) the suggested simple capillary viscometer method is suitable for repro
ducible measurement of the initial parameters required for evaluating the constitu
tive equation of the respective liquid while conforming to the conditions following 

from the theoretical principle of the method, 
(ii) the procedure employed in the processing of the- experimental data

allowed the flow curve and the constitutivt E)quation of porcelain paste to be 
expressed in the form of equation (19) where the constants had the values given 
in (20). 
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STANOVENf KONSTITUTIVNf ROVNICE KERAMICKE PASTY 

Jiri Havrda, ,Tana Travnickov,,, Frantisek Oujifi 

Katedra technologie silikatu, Vysoka §kola chemicko-techno/ogicka, 166 28 Praha 6, Suchbatarova 5 

Je vypracovana metoda _kapilarniho viskozimetru pro stanoveni konstitutivni rovnice kera
micke pasty. Princip metody spociva v mereni p11sobici sily, resp. tlaku pri pl'edem zname stredni 
rychlosti toku, resp. objemoveho prutoku pasty kapil,,rou. Reprodukovatelne mereni vychozich 
dat je umozneno pri soucasnem dodrzeni podminek plynoucich z teoretickeho zakladu metody. 
Aplikovany postup zpracovani experimentalnich dat urnoznil vyjadreni tokove krivky, funkfoi 
zavislosti viskozity na gradientu rychlosti deformace a nasledne vyhodnoceni konstitutivni 
rovnice porcelanove pasty. Znalost konstitutivni rovnice dovoluje resit matematicky model toku 
dane keramicke pasty trubkou popisujici rychlostni pornfay v usti lisu pri jejim tvarovani. 

Obr. 1. Schema kapilarniho viskozimetru; 1 - zasobnik, 2 - pist, 3 - tesnici krouzky, 4 - usti za-
sobniku, 5 - kapilara, 6 - celisti zafizeni pro mefeni mechanickych vlastnosti. 

Obr. 2. Zavislost Ts = j(4v:,)R) porcelanove pasty pro ruzne prumery kapilar 8 konstantni delkou. 
Obr. 3. Zavislost p = j(4v.,/R) pro porcelanovou pastu. 
Obr. 4. Zavislost Ts = j(4v.,JR) pro porcelanovou pastu. 
Obr. 5. Zavislost Ts = f(dv.,/dr), pro porcelanovou pastu. 

OITPE,IJ,EJIEHI 1E KOHCTI1TYTl1BHOI'O �,'PABHEHJ!H 
1mPA�ilflIECKOil fJACThI 

l1pmn: raap,'la, HHa TpaaHI1q1rnaa, (l)paHTJIIIIc1, Oyupmn 

1.a<jJeiJpa mexHo.;ioeuu cu.;iu,;amoe, X u.11,u,;o-mex1to.;ioeu"'ec1.uu uHcmumym 
166 28 If paea 6 

bbIJI pa3paooTaH MeTO,[\ KU!UIJIHpHoro BHCK03HMeTpa, npe,[\Ha3Ha'l0HHOfC ,[\Jlfl orrpe).(eJieHl1H 
ROHCTHTYTIIBHOl"O ypaBHeHIIH RepaMnqecKOli rrncn,r. Ilprrnn;nn M0TO,[\a 3aRmoqaeTCH D ll3Me
peHJill 1-1eiicTBy1ornei-i ('IIJII,I l!Jlll ).\UBJI0HIIH rrpH 33 paHee naBeCTHOli cpe1-1ne.ii CROpOCTJI Te'IP
HHfl 11m1 061,eMHOfO rrpoTORa naCTI,I qepe3 RaIIHJIHp. Bo3MOlliHOCTh BOcrrpOH3BOJIIIMOI"O 
ll3MepeHl!H HCXO,[\HhIX ,[\3HHb!X 3aRJIJOtJti0TCH B 0/.(HODpeMeHHOM co6JIJ0).\0HHH ycJIOBHll, 
BhITeRaJOII!IIX H3 TeopeTnqecROli cyrnHOCTH MeTO/J;a. IlpIIM0HH0Mb!H M0TO,[\ o6paGOTRH 3RCIIP
pn:MeHTaJibHhlX ,[\UHHhIX rrpcri;ocTUBJ!fleT B03MOlRHOCTh ycTaHODIITh Kpnayro rrpoTORa, <pyim
IIHOHaJibHYJO 33BHCHMOCTh DH3KOCTII OT rpa1-1neHTi\ CROpOCTII J\8!p0pM3IllIH lI rrocJie;(yBa
T0JlhHYJO OlWHKY ROHCTHTYTHBHOro ypaBHCHllfl <papqiopOBOii nacThI. 3HaH KOHCTIITYTIIBHOe 
ypaBHeHue, MOlliHO perrraTr, MaTeMaTnqecr,yro M0)].8Jlb npororrn ;\anHoii KcpaMnqecKoii 
nacTI,I •iepes Tpy6Ky, OlillCh!BaJOIIlYIO COOTHOIII0Hl!fl CKOpocrnii B MYH/\IIITYKC upecca np11 
ee qiop�rnpoBRe. 

Puc. 1. Cxe.11,a 1.a1w.u<p1io20 euch·oau.11,empa; 1 - 6yH;;;ep, :2 -- nopiue1tb, 3 - npo;;;.;iaoo'<Hbte 
1.0.;iblfa, 4 - ycmbe 6y1t;;;epa, 5 - ;;;anu1uip, 6 - ,;,e.vocmu ycma1-1011hll 0.111 U8.1tepe1-11ui 
.�tPxaHU'iec;;ux ceoiicme. 

Puc. :!. 3aeucu.Mocmb Ts = f(4vx/R) <jJap<jJopoeoii nacmbt 8,;i11 pa8HM0 pa.1.11epa 1.arw.rn,p 
c nocmo/lHHou i),;iu11,oii. 

Puc. 3. 3aeucu.Mocmb p = f(4vx/H) d,;i.q, ,jjapifjopoeoii nacmu. 
Puc. 4. Saeucu.11,ocmb Ts = f(4vx/R) i},;i11 ,j3ap,j3opveou nac111u. 
Puc. 5. 3aeucuMocmb Ts = f(dv x/dr) s i),;ia ,j3apifwpoeou 1uu·1111,1. 
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